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With 6,000 MW of energy under contract,
EDF Renewable Services is the leading
North American provider of Operations &
Maintenance Services.
With our 25 years of experience we maximize
project proﬁtability and ensure the performance
of your investment for the long term.
As part of a global organization, we bring
a depth of experience to every project.
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Finally, someone beat Advanced Energy’s
97.5% CEC efficient solar inverter.

It’s the new
98% efficient
Solaron 500 HE.
Advanced Energy’s new Solaron 500 HE inverter just achieved the industry’s highest
efﬁciency rating on the CEC list for the third year in a row. Now we’re up to 98%
weighted CEC efﬁciency – improving on last year’s industry record of 97.5%,
and staying one to three percentage points ahead of the competition. That 98% average
includes all auxiliary power so every percentage point increase in efﬁciency delivers an
exponential return on your investment. Oh, and lastly, its peak efﬁciency is 98.7%, all in.

See how much you have to gain by choosing the 98%
efﬁcient Solaron 500 HE inverter from Advanced Energy.
www.advanced-energy.com/98percent
sales.support@aei.com | 877.312.3832

Advanced Energy, Solaron, and PV Powered are U.S. registered trademarks or service marks of Advanced Energy Industries, Inc.

❯❯ ABOUT

CanSIA

❯❯ Who We Are

The Canadian Solar Industries Association (CanSIA) is a national trade association representing more than 650 solar
energy companies throughout Canada. Since 1992, CanSIA has worked to develop a strong, efficient, ethical and
professional Canadian solar energy industry with the capacity to provide innovative solar energy solutions and to play a
major role in the global transition to a sustainable, clean-energy future.

❯❯ What We See

By 2025, solar energy is widely deployed throughout Canada, having already achieved market competitiveness that
removes the need for government incentives, and is recognized as an established component of Canada’s energy mix.
The solar industry will be supporting more than 35,000 jobs in the economy and displacing 15 to 31 million tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions per year, providing a safer, cleaner environment for generations to come.
S Lutions Fall/Winter 2012 • 9
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General Contracting
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simplifying solar

Corporate II

Aero-Sharp Canada Ltd.
Aird & Berlis LLP
Amazing Solar Inc.
Ameresco Canada
AMP Solar Group Inc.
Apollo Solar
Arcadian Projects Inc.
Arntjen Solar NA
AS Solar
Ascent Solutions
Black & McDonald Limited
Blackstone Energy Solutions Inc.
Bluewater Energy Inc.
Burndy Canada Inc.
Capstone Infrastructure
Corporation
Carmanah Technologies
Corporation
Centrosolar Canada
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JinkoSolar Canada Co., Ltd.
KW Powerlogic
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Magnum Mechanical Systems Ltd.
Navigant Consulting
Naylor (Canada), Inc.
Naylor Group Inc.
NorthGrid Solar
NRG Management
Ontario Electrical Construction
Company Limited
Ontario Pipe Trades Council
Ortech Power
OSM Solar Corp.
Panasonic Eco Solutions Canada
Inc.
Peterborough Utilities Inc.
PLP Solar (a division of Preformed
Line Products (Canada) Ltd.)
Potentia Solar Inc.
PowerStream Inc.
Quick Cable Canada Ltd.
REFUsol, Inc.
RESCo Energy Inc.
Sapa Extrusions
Saturn Power Inc.
Schletter Canada Inc.
Sky Solar (Canada) Ltd.
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Solart LLL Corp.
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Soventix Canada Inc.
Steel Tree Structures Ltd.
Steenhof Building Services Group
Stored Energy Solutions
Sungrow Canada Inc.
SunRise Power Corp.
Sussex Strategy Group
Sustainable Energy Technologies
Terragen Solar
Tioga Energy
Torys LLP
Viessmann Manufacturing
Company Inc.
Vigor Clean Tech Inc.
VIRTUAL Engineers
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Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (CMHC)
City of Calgary
Region of Waterloo
SaskPower

COOPER is The Bankable PV Balance of System
Solution Leader
Most Complete Portfolio of Racking, Combiners, Re-combiners,
PV Cable Harness Assemblies, Cable Management, Circuit
Protection & FR3 Solar Transformers
Layout to Logistics System Optimization Engineering Support
Reliable, Innovative & Cost-Effective
Contact Cooper to learn how we can help deliver material and
labour savings to your next solar project.

www.cooperindustries.com | solar@cooperindustries.com | 905-501-3000

Report: State of the Industry

Beyond what
happens in Ontario in 2013,
members and executives of CanSIA
will see Canadian solar thermal and
photovoltaic markets mature, driven by
the inevitability of growth.
“Our business plan is to bring Canada
over the tipping point by investing time
and other resources into Alberta, Nova
Scotia and Quebec,” says CanSIA
President John Gorman. “We see the
biggest and quickest market potential in
those three areas.”
During the summer Gorman
was in Alberta, where he met with
provincial and municipal politicians,
senior bureaucrats, academics and
business people in Edmonton and
Calgary. He communicated the ability

CanSIA Focuses
on New Markets
Solar impact rADIATEs
throughout the nation

By Drew McKibben

The Canadian solar industry must
continue to make a strong case
that solar energy is going to be
competitive with traditional energy
sources in the near future.
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of solar resources to help overcome
the escalating challenge of finding new
energy supplies that do not weigh on the
yoke of environmental and economic
responsibility.
“There is a convergence of provincial,
municipal and utility programs and
policies coming together and creating
a very significant opportunity,” says
Gorman. “We came out of there feeling
confident Alberta will introduce a draft
renewable energy program that will have
a significant solar component, and that

it’s being fast-tracked by Premier Alison
Redford.”
In Alberta and elsewhere, Gorman says
the Canadian solar industry must continue
to make a strong case that solar energy is
going to be competitive with traditional
energy sources in the near future.
“There are lots of reasons why Canada
could be a global leader, and Ontario has
proven this. A number of other regions are
looking very, very seriously at introducing
their own programs, so I feel we’re at a
very promising but precarious point.”
Gorman believes Canadian provincial
markets are not evolving in the shadow
of Ontario, but rather in the context of
what is happening there. The feed-in-tariff,
or FIT program, has drawn the attention
of everyone involved in the energy

activity, solar is pulling its weight in
greening the grid through the offset of
carbon emissions and the development of
distributed generation.
“Ontario is now going from the
developmental phase into a program that
can continue to run, be administered and
chug along in a predictable and sustainable
way,” says Gorman. “It’s about to make
it over that tipping point, but there is still
risk and uncertainty. The critical mass of
Ontario has not made it past the point
where it will be immune to political change,
for example.”
Political change in Quebec, on the
other hand, observes Gorman, is not a
bad thing for renewables, with the Parti
Québécois defeating the Liberals to head
a new minority government. This year

John A. Gorman, CanSIA President

industry across the country as well as the
international solar community. In short,
the ongoing lessons of FIT and its parent,
the 2006 Renewable Energy Standard
Offer program, have been monumentally
absorbing.
Ontario’s initiative, from the solar
sector alone, has produced tens of
thousands of power-producer applications,
thousands of jobs, more than 500 MW
of generation installed and 1,600 MW
of additional capacity under contract. In
addition to jobs and significant economic

the Liberals introduced a solar thermal
and photovoltaic pilot program that is as
distinct in the Canadian context as the
province’s culture, as you will discover
further in this issue of SOLutions.
“The election results there point
to a party that is likely going to be very
supportive of the existing program,
and may want to promote even more
renewables because of its environmental
bent. There is an opportunity there.”
At the time of printing, Gorman had
just spoken at the privately organized Nova

Scotia Feed-In-Tariff Forum, examining
opportunities for renewables under
Nova Scotia’s renewable electricity plan
and community feed-in-tariff program,
ComFIT. Promoters highlighted a CanSIA
sponsored session as “a critical dialogue
on how to drive solar PV opportunities
in Nova Scotia with input from the
Department of Energy.” The results of
the think-tank discussion were distilled
and published in a report for CanSIA
members.
Three months ago, says Gorman,
PV was not registering on the Nova
Scotia radar. “This is all happening pretty
quickly. Nova Scotia, for a number of
years now, has really focused on wind but
has decided this year to look at opening
ComFIT up to PV. We have a lot of
activity going on there, and a new caucus
set up in Atlantic Canada is concentrating
on policy input to the developing market.”
Nova Scotia’s recent interest in PV is
notable, but the province has also been
a stalwart proponent of ST when other
provinces and the Federal Government
seem to be losing interest. As a result,
and as CanSIA widens its focus to
encompass inviting opportunities in
provincial markets, it is also renewing its
approach to ST encouragement nationally.
There are three tacks to this
approach, says Gorman. “The
first addresses building codes and
relationships with the building
community; the second is education
of policy makers from all level of
government, the public and business
people; the third focuses on municipal
permitting and approvals requirements.”
“The Federal Government has phased
out a program that was offering very
generous incentives for companies and
residents to install solar thermal heating
and cooling, and this has coincided with a
couple of the larger provinces pulling their
incentives,” says Gorman.
“CanSIA is having these discussions
at the provincial level to reinstitute some
of these programs, but we also recognize
broader work has to be done so we’re
not so beholden to the ebbs and flows of
incentive programs.” ●
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Report: State of the Industry

CanSIA
Focuses
on New
Markets

Corporate consolidation is occurring in Ontario, as
it is globally, and increasing market demands are
beginning to favour the most experienced competitors.

Ontario has
relaunched its feed-in-tariff
program, dubbed FIT 2.0, finalizing rules and
opening application windows for all but the
largest projects.
Following a lengthy review launched in fall
2011, the Ontario Power Authority (OPA)
finalized and issued new microFIT rules in
July 2012. The program acquires supply from
renewable systems no larger than 10 kW, and
99 per cent of applications are photovoltaic.
At the same time—to the great relief of the
solar industry—it began accepting microFIT
applications.
2012 has been dominated by waiting, says
CanSIA board member Bob Waddell,
General Manager of Centrosolar
Canada. “It’s been a big challenge. People had
to have an extraordinary amount of patience
while waiting for this and trying to keep their
businesses running. We’re all watching now to
see if the OPA can make things happen.”
The OPA’s Tim Butters, before
commenting on the progress of the revised FIT
program, points out there are now more than
13,000 microFIT projects contracted and fully
commissioned; which, he adds, are providing

In Ontario –

Photo courtesy of
Cleave Energy Inc.

Large Projects
Next Step
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clean energy to the grid. Collectively, they have
an installed capacity of 115 MW.
“Since the microFIT program relaunched
on July 12, the OPA has received more than
5,000 applications, which includes those who
chose to resubmit during the transition period,”
says Butters, who believes this demonstrates
Ontarians’ sustained interest in the program.
The resubmission of applications, which
Butters refers to, is an important feature of the
FIT relaunch. The last microFIT report before

Enwave Theatre Building Integrated
Photovoltaic Installation at Toronto’s
Harbourfront Centre. Photo courtesy of
Internat Energy Solutions Canada Inc.

FIT Rolls On;
the reopening, dated June 25, indicated
nearly 50,000 applications in the queue.
But those who applied between September
2011 and April 5, 2012 became subject to
the new FIT rules and were given 30 days
to reapply and retain their timestamp or be
terminated: the transition period.
Butters couldn’t comment on the
number of applications now in the microFIT
queue. According to their bi-weekly
microFIT Report dated Oct. 15, 2012, which
reported on August data (the last available
in time for this issue of SOLutions), the OPA
had seen some 460 ground-mount projects
and more than 9,500 rooftop projects
approved. More than 26,000 rooftop and
2,551 ground-mount projects had been
withdrawn or rejected.
“By saying the window is open and
you have until Aug. 10 to reapply, they
were really trying to clean out as many of

those old applications as they could,” says
Waddell. He isn’t surprised to see groundmounted microFIT projects winnowed by
the new program’s terms and conditions.
MicroFIT ground-mount PV has been
reduced to 44.5¢ kWh from 64.2¢. Also,
microFIT ground mount is now essentially
limited to agricultural land that is not
adjacent to residential property: a very
important change.
Despite this Waddell goes on to explain
that rooftop solar industry “can generally
work with ”the other FIT rate reductions:
although rooftop microFIT like its groundmount counterpart similarly dropped
by about 30 per cent which makes small
microFIT systems (less than 5kW) much
more challenging as their fixed installation
costs are proportionally much higher, so
the payback is marginal. All other FIT solar
rates dropped about 18 per cent. He also

believes microFIT participants now reflect
some optimism about how 2012 will finish
up. At this point it seems the OPA will fulfill
its 50 MW microFIT quota without too
much fuss.
How this recommencement of FIT,
to be followed by two more tranches of
applications, will evolve the market, though,
remains to be seen.
CanSIA Board Chair Michelle
Chislett, Vice-President of Solar
Development for International Power,
says the best way to interpret the changes
in Ontario’s solar market is to recognize
the signs of maturation. Corporate
consolidation is occurring in Ontario, as it is
globally, and increasing market demands are
beginning to favour the most experienced
competitors. “The changes that have
impacted the industry have resulted in
mature companies operating in Canada,”
S Lutions Fall/Winter 2012 • 15

The Canadian Solar Difference:

Unsurpassed Quality.
Trusted Technology.
Proven History of Success
For the past 10 years, we have been designing and installing thousands of solar systems ranging from residential
homes, agricultural, commercial and utility scale.

Quality and Reliability
With more quality and reliability certifications than any comparable company, our systems are designed to last.
Power ratings are LID adjusted before leaving the factory, you know the wattage your modules are generating
within a +5 Watt tolerance.

Production
Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility utilizes leading-edge technology and processes, we bring higher quality
and better value to the marketplace. Canadian Solar is the only Tier 1 company manufacturing PV solar modules
in Ontario, our modules are Ontario Feed In Tariff Domestic Content Compliant.

Guaranteed
We believe in our modules. They are backed with a 25 year power performance
plus 10 year production and material warranties. For even greater peace-of-mind,
all of our warranties are backed by top ranked, third party insurance policies.

*

**

Canadian Solar products
and systems are unsurpassed!
Learn more about Canadian Solar by visiting
canadian-solar.ca or calling 519 837 1881 today.
* Photo courtesy of Guelph Hydro. ** Photo courtesy of Sky Power Limited.

continued from page 15
says Chislett. “In essence we are seeing a
coming of age.”
Following the July microFIT opening, the
new rules for all other projects were finalized
in August, and a two-month application
window for projects 10 kW–500 kW, small
FIT, was scheduled for early October. A
significant issue for small FIT is, once again,
a new ruling that prohibits ground-mount
projects adjacent to residential property.
Small FIT ground-mount is also limited on
commercial and industrial land, where it may
only be installed if the PV project does not
become the primary function of the property.
CanSIA is playing a lead role with the
land use working group led by the Ministry
of Energy, bringing together numerous
municipalities and the Ontario Federation
of Agriculture. CanSIA hopes this effort will
result in a softening of these prohibitions
and establish ground-mount setbacks. The
intention is to have the new setbacks in place
before the small FIT opening, says Chislett.
More on this issue can be found on page 42.
A rejig of the small FIT queue is also
certain, largely due to a new point system
devised by the OPA to assess applications.
The review dictates a minimum 10 per cent
of the 1.2 GW capacity that remains of the
FIT allocation, to be accomplished by 2015,
must have at least 50 per cent community or
aboriginal participation. Priority points are
assigned to these projects with community
or First Nation backing, moving these
applications up the queue.
“The point system offers many
opportunities and has initiated some very
creative business models,” says Chislett.
At the time of printing what remained
vague were the details that are so essential to
creating strong business cases.
If proposed PV projects don’t make it
through the reapplication process in the
small-FIT opening, Chislett believes they
too are likely to be from the ground-mount
sector. On the bright side, though, as the
tariff for wind energy at this scale is not
particularly inviting, a large portion of the
200 MW sought through small FIT is likely to
be PV, rooftop PV.
“I think the OPA and the ministry always
intended this program, at least the microFIT
and small FIT, to have a majority of the
installations being urban rooftop rather than
rural ground mount,” says Waddell. “Their
expectation in the beginning was rooftop,
and I think they’re steering it back to that.”

The future of FIT ground-mount PV will
become evident in the large-FIT application
window, not yet scheduled. One thing
everyone agrees on is the immediate
need for large ground-mount PV projects
to support Ontario solar equipment
manufacturing, the success of which is a
cornerstone of the FIT program.
“There is a place for both rooftop and
ground-mount in the industry and certainly
in our communities,” said Chislett. “I think
we will certainly see more rooftop projects
in the future. Large ground-mount systems,
however, bring capacity to the system, and

well placed, are a boon to the community.
So I think we will be seeing more of both.”
On Oct. 15 Ontario Premier Dalton
McGuinty announced his resignation and
prorogued parliament.
“CanSIA will continue to promote the
solar industries’ historic success in creating
jobs and bringing business to Ontario
which we know will resonate across
political lines,” said CanSIA President
John Gorman. “We will continue to
advocate for the launch of the Small FIT
and Large FIT application windows as soon
as possible.” ●
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Quebec
Pilot
Models
Long-Term Plan

The Programme
d’aide à l’installation
d’équipements solaires
opérationnels, or
PAIESO, promises
financial support for
approved solar thermal
and photovoltaic
installations that offset
fossil fuels.
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Quebec has launched a two-year, $7 million pilot to evaluate

the installation of new solar energy projects in the province, and chances are good it will
become a long-term program.
“I think we’ll continue up to 2020 to support the solar industry,” says Alain Daneau,
Director General of the Provincial Resource Ministry’s Bureau of Energy
Efficiency and Innovation. “I think it will remain a small contribution to the energy
balance in Quebec. I think the pilot will become a program. It’s our expectation. And it will
look much the same.”
The Programme d’aide à l’installation d’équipements solaires opérationnels, or
PAIESO, promises financial support for approved solar thermal and photovoltaic
installations that offset fossil fuels. Daneau’s office launched PAIESO in spring 2012, and
30 applications evenly divided between ST and PV had been submitted by the fall. The
deadline for proposals is March 2013, and successful applicants will have two years to
complete their projects.
Solar thermal equipment is eligible for a rebate of up to 50 per cent of total project
costs. Photovoltaic is 75 per cent. The maximum PAIESO contribution to a single project of
any technology is $300,000.
“We’re getting lots of inquiries and there’s lots of quoting going on, but it’s only just
getting going,” says Matrix Energy’s Brian Wilkinson, a Past President of CanSIA.
Matrix is a wholesale provider of photovoltaic and solar thermal air-heating equipment.
In the national context, PAIESO’s PV funding is unconventional: it is off-grid. Projects
between 3 kW and 50 kW cannot be connected to the province’s hydro-powered
electricity system. They may be connected to a micro-grid, but applicants will have to
prove they’re replacing generation that is at least 80 per cent fuelled by natural gas or a
petroleum product.

“On the PV side you’re going to
get outfitters, telecom, mining firms
and remote communities for example
interested in the program. It will be pretty
varied,” says Wilkinson. “Certainly in the
far northern communities, bringing in fuel
to remote areas is a pricey and potentially
dangerous proposition. And often the
operation of gensets can be wasteful. You
might have a 20 kW generator using just
20 per cent of its capacity, yet running at
almost full power. This program will combat
this problem and stimulate the use of hybrid
applications where the PV system will very
cost effectively handle that 20 per cent load
saving the genset for the heavy lifting only
when needed. This program not only helps
everyone achieve their own greenhouse

gas mitigation targets but reduces the
customer’s overall energy cost.”
Daneau explains PAIESO’s $7 million
was drawn from Quebec’s 2006-2012
$1.5-billion climate change action plan.
Because Hydro-Québec’s utility mix is
about 95 per cent hydraulic, PV is and for
now will remain an off-grid component.
In total, PAIESO is aimed at reducing
3,500 tonnes o f greenhouse gas emissions,
and whether PV or thermal the program
is targeted at the commercial, industrial
and institutional sectors. According to the
province, solar domestic hot water does
not qualify because 70 per cent of Quebec
residents use electricity for heating.
In terms of program investment,
because of a “wide swath” of anticipated
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PV applications, Wilkinson predicts PV may
come out ahead of ST through PAIESO.
“We’re seeing good results with this
program on the solar thermal side as well,”
he explains. “But a lot of companies are
putting off building new buildings, even
renovations are down. Were the economy
different, and were natural gas prices
higher our product’s ROI would probably
change thereby buoying demand.”
While ST makes up “a good part” of
Matrix’s business, says Wilkinson. The
discontinued federal EcoENERGY ST
program has been a problem for the sector.
“That has certainly had an impact,” he
says. “Most of our (ST) market I would say,
now, is for new buildings where people
just recognize the cost advantages of a
solar thermal system, particularly in our
case where we are preheating ventilation
air, which accounts for a large chunk of
a building’s operating costs. We offer
a competitive and practical long-term
solution to a building owner to help offset
those energy costs.”
While PV may be a more attractive
investment today, Daneau says there
are more provincial greenhouse gas
emissions related to fossil-fuel heating than
remote electricity generation. Quebec’s
manufacturing, mining and forestry
industries have space- and process-heating
demands met by natural gas, oil and even
coal. Therefore, the long-term potential
for the Quebec solar sector as viewed
by government from environmental and
economic development perspectives is on
the ST side.
“We see it that way,” says Daneau. “PV
is very developed in China, in Germany.
In terms of building solar companies in
Quebec, we see more potential in solar
thermal than PV because we cannot
compete with the Chinese.”
Quebec’s greenhouse gas reduction
target is 20 per cent below 1990 levels by
2020. The newly elected Parti Québécois
minority government campaigned on a
promise to increase the goal to 25 per
cent, which may bode well for continued
government interest in ongoing solar
deployment.
“This is the Quebec government’s sniff
of the industry and its potential benefits,”
says Wilkinson. “This is phase one. Will
there be a phase two? As we say in French,
‘on verra,’ – we’ll see.” ●

The Industry’s ﬁrst UL
2579 Listed range of
dedicated PV fuses
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Nova Scotia has
proven itself a steady believer in solar
thermal heating by perpetuating installation
incentives while other provinces and the
Federal Government have not, and now it is
looking at a feed-in-tariff for new photovoltaic
generation.
CanSIA Board member Heather
MacAulay is President of Nova Scotiabased My Generation Inc. She also chairs
the association’s Atlantic Caucus, which
she says is advocating for balanced ST and
PV development. Nova Scotia officials, says
MacAulay, are listening.
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reversal of fortune, Nova Scotia launched its
renewable energy Community FIT program,
ComFIT, in fall 2011, excluding PV, but has
perpetuated ST incentives despite the federal
reversal.
MacAulay believes Nova Scotia’s ST
incentives are among the best in North
America. “We’ve seen federal programs
come and go. The relative consistency of the
provincial program has allowed the industry
to maintain a stable foundation and not go
through the boom and bust cycle that has
been experienced so dramatically in other
parts of the country.”

Torch, Adds PV

Efficiency Nova Scotia Corporation – an
independent, publicly funded organization
– offers homeowners $1,250 toward the
installation of solar domestic water heating
and $500 for solar air heating. Commercial
installations of solar air and water heating
receive a 15 per cent rebate.
ST rebates in the province date back
to 2005, says Efficiency Nova Scotia
Program Manager Lauren McNutt,
and are available to all homes and businesses
regardless of the fuel source for their heating.
The organization’s funding is reviewed
annually, says McNutt, adding she does not
anticipate an interruption in 2013 funding.
There will soon, however, be changes.
In late September Efficiency Nova Scotia
launched a zero per cent financing option for
residential solar water heating giving Nova
Scotians the option of either applying for a
rebate or accepting financing. They will not
receive both.
“Offering zero per cent financing removes
the barriers to participation for those who
do not have the upfront capital to make a
significant investment in energy efficiency,”
says McNutt.
In addition, Halifax is trying to get in the
game with an ST program called Solar City.
Not yet approved by city council, the plan
is to offer financing through property taxes
to homeowners for the installation of solar
thermal water heating. The pilot, if approved,
has a goal of about 700 homes.
All in all, when it comes to the ST market,
MacAulay suspects provincial interest in clean
energy is not only stable in Nova Scotia but
that it helps maintain a base of market activity
to help fill the gap left behind by fickle federal
incentives.

Efficiency Nova Scotia programs
reinforce that solar thermal is
a cost-effective means to reduce
the winter peak load.
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“Everyone seems to be aware we want
to develop in a way that’s more holistic,
more inclusive than Ontario, where the solar
thermal contingent has been left to try and
reinvigorate the discussion alongside the FIT.”
Ontario’s feed-in-tariff, or FIT program,
is forging ahead with hundreds of megawatts
of grid-connected PV and has thousands
more in its queue. But solar thermal growth
in the province, by contrast, is languishing.
This year’s evaporation of the Federal
Government’s EcoENERGY solar thermal
program, and Ontario’s decision to follow
suit, are a large part of the problem. In a

continued from page 23
Efficiency Nova Scotia programs reinforce
that solar thermal is a cost-effective means
to reduce that load.
“Nova Scotia has some fairly aggressive
targets in terms of renewable energy goals
and environmental sustainability plans,”
says MacAulay. “There’s commitment
there. It has benchmarks at regular
intervals. I don’t see the province being
able to meet those benchmarks without
a contribution from both solar thermal
and PV.”
It’s likely MacAulay is right. While no
one at the Nova Scotia Department of
Energy could speak with SOLutions, many
solar industry insiders say the province
is close to announcing its intention to
include PV in ComFIT, which now procures
power from wind, run-of-river hydro,
in-stream tidal and combined-heat-andpower biomass generation. CanSIA has of
course pursued PV’s addition to the list,
and will continue through the recently
announced ComFIT Review. The province
has tasked Evan MacDonald, Senior
Policy Analyst with the Nova Scotia
Department of Energy with leading a

24598515_BluEarth.indd
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study to better understand PV and help
guide the next steps.
“There has been a fair amount of
discussion about the fact that by limiting
the program, by excluding PV, urban
communities have been largely shut out of
ComFIT opportunities”, says MacAulay.
MacAulay is also correct to trace Nova
Scotia’s solar impetus to provincial energy
targets and plans. Power utility rates are
high, as are greenhouse gas emissions
resultant from a generation supply about
80 per cent driven by fossil fuels.
In 2005, Nova Scotia established a
green energy framework titled Smart
Choices for Cleaner Energy, which
outlined a commitment to install 300
MW of renewable generation and make
the electricity system more sustainable.
This was followed by the province’s 2010
Renewable Electricity Plan, which commits
Nova Scotia to achieving 25 per cent
renewable generation by 2015, and 40 per
cent by 2020.
This plan created enhanced net
metering: an allowance for small generation
projects up to 1 MW, including PV, to
supply multiple metered accounts in a

single distribution zone with excess power
purchased at retail rates. It also created the
ComFIT now under review.
The original ComFIT supported the
development of local renewable energy
projects by municipalities, First Nations,
co-operatives, universities and non-profit
groups. Projects had to be connected to
the distribution system, and installation
sizes were evaluated on a case-by-case basis
with local grid capacity in mind. Projects
were expected to be in the 2- to 4-MW
range, and the 42 approved applications
identified on the Department of Energy’s
website indicate this was essentially the
outcome. The list is dominated by wind
generators, the smallest of which is a 3.5
kW turbine proposed by a non-profit, the
largest an 11.5 MW wind project from the
Halifax Regional Water Commission.
MacAulay says the inclusion of a
PV tariff, with a rate set by the Nova
Scotia Utility and Review Board after
public consultation, is likely to occur
in conjunction with a ComFIT review
scheduled for late 2012.
“We have every indication that
will happen.” ●
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Here comes the sun
As enterprises look for safe, sustainable and plentiful sources of energy, they’re
increasingly turning to solar.
At Hatch, we’ve been working with solar energy for over 25 years and we offer a
full range of services for companies embarking on solar projects, from financial and
technical feasibility studies to design and construction management.
We’re engineers. We’re consultants. We’re construction and project managers.
And together we’re writing the next chapter in Hatch’s legacy of excellence.
Learn more at www.hatch.ca
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Ironwood Building Systems,
Calgary. Photographer:
David Vonesch, BSc. Eng.
Photo courtesy of SkyFire
Energy Inc.

Alberta has a relatively strong economy; an electricity
system 80 per cent reliant on carbon fuels dominated by coal; a petroleum industry
with world-famous environmental issues; solar resources in spades and a government
drafting a renewable energy plan.
“When that moves forward I definitely expect to see something in there
for solar,” says Brent Harris, Chair of CanSIA’s Alberta working group
and Chief Technology Officer at Calgary-based Sustainable Energy
Technologies.
Alberta is in the throes of producing its long-awaited Alternative and Renewable
Energy Policy Framework which includes stakeholder consultation. The Alberta
Ministry of Energy was not forthcoming with a SOLutions interview, but it did offer
some scripted comments in response to questions.
“The framework will focus on achieving a 37-megatonne reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions (or equivalent) by 2050 through green energy production, as
required by the Alberta Climate Change Strategy,” wrote a ministry spokesperson.
For renewable energy producers, though, the Alberta Climate Change Strategy only
promises to “consider incentives for expanding the use of renewable and alternative
energy sources.” So at the moment the province still has a lot of latitude to define
“green energy.”

Photo courtesy of Sustainable
Energy Technologies

Alberta has an interesting solar
landscape, though, which can’t be
ignored. The 52-home Drake Landing
community with a central solar heating
system is here, as well as the 1 MW
solar-concentrating power plant project
scheduled for completion in the fall of
2013. There are numerous municipal and
utility solar initiatives, and the provincial
micro-generation regulation allows
grid-connected power producers up
to 1 MW to receive financial credit for
electricity exports.
Through the regulation, installed
generation capacity is not permitted
to exceed a site’s anticipated load
requirement, but any outstanding credits
are paid out annually at retail rates. Since
2009 this regulation has permitted more
than 2.3 MW of supply – more than 60
per cent of which is PV.
And Alberta’s newest solar initiative,
encouragingly, is a program entirely
conceived by the provincial government.
The Growing Forward Alberta Solar
PV Equipment Pilot, launched in 2012,
offered a funding formula to a maximum
of $19,500 for a 10 kW grid-connected
PV system to qualifying agricultural
operations. The Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development squeezed two
application windows into one calendar
year, explains pilot manager Kelly
Lund. It funded a January 2012 opening
at the tail end of the 2011 fiscal year,
and then three months later requested
a second round of applications through
the 2012 budget.
A flood of applicants in January, many
of which were wait-listed, meant the
program was fully subscribed as soon as
it reopened in April. “Definitely a large
number of applicants, a very high level of
interest in the province, even though the
grants were fairly modest,” says Lund.
S Lutions Fall/Winter 2012 • 27

continued from page 27
There will be no further application
opportunities for the pilot, and after all the
projects are approved and commissioned,
Lund will be collecting three years
of production data from roughly 45
installations with an average capacity of
10 kW.
“We’re well aware PV technology is
proven, especially what’s established on
the market,” she says. “The step we want
to take is to install proven technology
and verify what the actual production
numbers are in various locations around
the province.”
Lund also says the intent of the PV
pilot is to share information with other
ministries. Harris hopes the Ministry of
Energy notices Albertan’s enthusiastic
response to the program.
“I think it’s exciting, what happened
with Growing Forward, to see any level of
commitment from the government raises
solar’s profile,” he says.
Harris, in fact, applied to the program,
was wait-listed in the first round has been
approved for a PV system on his horse
ranch through round two. “The other
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Photo courtesy of SkyFire Energy.
thing we’re seeing here, regardless of
government support, is installations are
increasing. People are just deciding they
want to do this,” he says.
Jared Donald, Vice-Chair of
CanSIA’s Board of Directors and

President of Conergy Canada, is also
an Albertan. He says the province has
a small but growing grid-connected PV
market, but for 10 years Conergy’s Alberta
business has been focused on off-grid PV
systems for the petroleum industry.
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Look A Little Deeper

Our value engineering can bring your project to completion even more
efﬁciently. The green energy sector is a dynamic, opportunity-ﬁlled place to
do business with no shortage of companies lining up to provide collection and
termination services for your project. So how do you choose the right one?
Ask for a little more. Ask for a deep and skilled engineering department that
can make recommendations to improve the efﬁciency of your design. Ask for
a company that can provide a full range of services. Ask for one with a proven
Come visit us at the Solar Canada
Conference, December 3-4, in Toronto.

history of successful project completions. Ask for Ascent.

ascent.ca
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Alberta Electric System Operator Pool Monthly Summary for August 2012
The average pool price for the month of August was
$56.54/MWh. This is 17.3% lower than July’s average of $68.39/
MWh. The maximum pool price was $974.12/MWh, compared
to $1000.00/MWh in July. The on peak pool price averaged
$76.86/MWh and ranged from $9.24/MWh to $974.12/MWh.
The off peak pool price averaged $15.89/MWh and ranged from
$0.30/MWh to $109.85/MWh.

Total energy in August was 6,341 GWh and peak demand
was 9,878 MWh. The total energy is 0.5% lower than the
previous month’s total of 6,375 GWh. The peak demand is 7
MW lower than the previous month’s peak of 9,885 MW

Source: Alberta Electric
System Operator

The Alberta solar thermal market
too, he explains, holds opportunity,
and CanSIA is developing concepts for
thermal development in preparation for
the provincial renewable energy policy
consultations. The challenges of Alberta
solar thermal development are similar
to other provinces, though. This year’s
disappearance of the federal EcoENERGY
program coupled with low natural gas
prices, says Donald, will make “the pitch
for thermal” more difficult.

To incentivize PV, when it comes to the
direction the provincial government should
take, there is no obvious path.
“If we do some kind of clean energy
standard, and if solar is mandated as part
of the standard, you’re going to see megaparks built. That’s the only way to get cost
efficiencies. But then you lose out on a
lot of the value of smaller scale solar, like
reduced transmission and distribution
inefficiencies,” says Donald. “I can therefore
see there being two approaches in Alberta,

Contact our Renewable Energy Legal Team
Lead by: Sven Walker
swalker@dalelessmann.com
Tel: 416.369.7848
181 University Avenue, Suite 2100
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3M7
Canada
www.dalelessmann.com
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one that somehow involves the microgeneration regulation, which is an excellent
framework and ready to go for small and
mid-sized systems and then some type of
clean energy standard for larger projects.”
An important factor in understanding
what Alberta is likely to come up with,
though, is the Power Pool, a competitive
hourly spot market through which all the
province’s electricity must be exchanged.
The 2011 average market price was
$76.22/MWh. Essentially, the rate and
volatility of Alberta merchant-electricity
pricing (see chart) can make financing
tricky for developers, and the province
must include the Power Pool in its
renewable energy plan.
“We’ve seen markets develop in a
lot of different ways,” says Donald, “and
motivations need to be well understood.
In Ontario the motivation was jobs. We
don’t have the same motivation in Alberta.
If it’s reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
that’s a good fit for us. If it’s demonstrating
a green public image, solar is great for
that. Based on what we see back from
this government, we need to tailor our
response to ensure we’re delivering what
they want from the technology.
“We have definitely seen interest from
residents in Alberta, and I believe there’s
political will on the provincial level to see
more engagement of solar.” ●

DEGERenergie

Grid independence – a growing market
Solutions by DEGERenergie
Energy turnaround, financial crisis and rising electricity prices lead to the development of
decentralized structures in the energy sector. The trend has reached North America too. To
support this evolution, DEGERenergie, global leader for solar tracking systems, enlarges its
service teams in Canada and the US and cuts down the prices for some of its products.
No doubt, the energy of the future is green. And it is generated where it is consumed. All over the world,
municipalities, medium-sized companies and private households become independent from public utilities,
thanks to solar power they generate themselves.
This is made possible thanks to small-scale photovoltaic tracking energy storage (PTES) solutions by
DEGERenergie for the generation of solar electricity. At this time, PTES solutions are commercially available
to homeowners. They are manageable, easy to control, do not require expensive network infrastructure and
render the consumer independent from political and economic uncertainties and rising energy prices.
Fact is: Decentralized and local generation of solar energy for self-supply is no longer a problem with today’s
technologies. Even the storage of generated solar energy, which is often mentioned as an unsolved problem,
can be realized today with competitive prices.

Independent energy supply
In Southern Germany, for example, there are small home installations working with conventional solar
modules in combination with solar tracking systems and storage units. Each installation generates
around 6,000 kilowatt hours per year on a collector surface of approximately 22 qm2. Thus, it covers
more than the demand of a private household plus office and two electric vehicles. Thanks to modern
storage solutions, power failures or periods when the sun does not shine are not an issue.
The owners have made the dream of many energy customers come true for themselves: a stable
electricity price for 25 years on today’s level. This calculation includes all costs: The system itself,
financing, maintenance and servicing. And so it has been proven: Generation of energy for self-supply
with photovoltaic tracking technology and, respectively, independence from public energy suppliers
and their ever increasing prices is possible, today, at an attractive price.

No feasible alternative
However, not only in Germany, there is a trend of decentralized generation of solar energy. In other
regions in the world it is indispensable, as there is no practical alternative. Particularly in sparsely
populated areas, it is not possible to set up a comprehensive grid that would reach all consumers.
Grid expansion is simply too expensive and too time consuming to reach all customers.
In many regions in the world there is a growing interest in self-generated solar energy and alternatives
to the public utility network. This concerns private households, farmers as well as medium-sized
companies and, increasingly, municipalities and public institutions.
Whether for private households, companies or municipalities – when a decision in favor of solar
energy is made, each supplier wants to get the highest return for his investment. For this reason,
DEGERenergies’ tracking systems and their patented MLD (Maximum Light Detection) technology are
the first choice for many investors. Thanks to this technology, yields can be increased by up to
45 percent compared to fixed systems.
DEGERenergie has seen a spike in interest from municipalities that want to become independent from
rising energy prices and are planning to operate small and medium sized solar parks, for example, on
conversion areas like former landfill sites.

Support for self-supply systems
To support this trend – and its customers – DEGERenergie is reinforcing its activities in the US and
Canada. Recently, the company has engaged Felix Freudenberg as Sales Director North America. His
main task is to further develop DEGERenergie´s strategy for the continent. Within the next months
the company will enlarge its technical service teams both in the US and in Ontario, Canada. Their job
will be to advise customers, plan their solutions with DEGERenergie´s technology and support them
especially in terms of installation.
In order to ensure the economic viability even with reduced fed-in tariffs DEGERenergie has cut down
the prices for some of its systems up to 10 percent. “This is part of our strong commitment for the
markets in the USA and Canada”, says Felix Freudenberg.
With more than 49,000 systems installed worldwide in 49 countries, DEGERenergie is the global market
leader for solar tracking systems. The company maintains its own production facilities and a sales
location in Arizona, USA, and Ontario, Canada.
For more information: www.DEGERenergie.com.
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Be Independent.

Rating chart using a sunny summer day as an example
ﬁxed

Take your electricity needs into your own hands
and invest in a secure energy supply without
failures. The intelligent solar tracking systems
from DEGERenergie will make the best of your
solar PV installation by generating constant,
reliable and affordable solar power. Our patented MLD® technology
(Maximum Light Detection) always aligns your solar installation with the
brightest light source to guarantee maximum yield under all weather
conditions.

www.DEGERenergie.de/CA1
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Overview
Canadian
Canada’s energy
resource base and human

Photo courtesy of Cleave Energy, Inc.

talent have proven to be one of our greatest
competitive advantages and sources of
economic strength in the past. While
many of our significant traditional and
renewable energy resources are centralized
(e.g. petrochemicals, natural gas, coal and
geothermal energy in western Canada and
marine energy at our coasts), solar energy
is both ubiquitous and abundant in each and
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of the
Solar Industry
every Canadian community, and solar
energy enjoys more public support than
any other source of energy.
The momentum gained by the Canadian
solar energy industry in the past decade
has planted a firm foundation for Canadian
solar energy products and businesses
to play a significant role in the global
transition to a cleaner energy future. The
Canadian solar industry is estimated to
have employed a Canadian labour force of

more than 8,000 and to have generated
Canadian investment revenues approaching
$2 billion in 2011.
Solar energy can be harnessed for use
in a wide variety of applications in the
residential, commercial, industrial and
institutional sectors.

Solar Photovoltaics (PV)
Solar electricity or photovoltaics
is the generation of electricity directly

CanSIA
Focuses
on New
Markets

from sunlight, using solar cells made from
semiconductor materials. There are four
main types of applications.
• Consumer – PV is readily available
for homes and offices. For example,
many calculators and watches run off
of small PV cells. Solar garden lights
are also easily available at garden and
hardware stores.
• Off-Grid – The high cost to extend
power lines makes solar a viable
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continued from page 35
alternative. Solar electricity is often
the first choice for remote power
supply over power line extensions
and portable gasoline and diesel
generators because of the cheaper
installed price, zero fuel costs, low
maintenance, high reliability and
long-term durability.
• Near-Grid – PV has cost effective
applications in urban areas where solar
can reduce the costs of trenching,
maintenance, transformer and
metering purchases. For example, the
Toronto Parking Authority uses solar
to power centralized parking meters
and saved hundreds of thousands of
dollars in street trenching, installation
and maintenance bills.
• Grid-Connected – More Canadians
are turning to solar to supplement
existing electricity supply as electricity
prices continue to climb and solar
costs drop. Solar PV is already
competitive in many cases to the cost
of peak power. Further, there are
significant savings to utilities as no
transmission and distribution costs are
incurred for PV systems.
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Solar Thermal
Solar thermal refers to the absorption
of sunlight that can be converted directly
into thermal energy. There are six main
types of solar thermal applications.
• Pool – An average pool in Canada, if
heated, uses about the same amount of
energy to heat in the summer as most
homes require year round. Solar pool
heaters pay for themselves very quickly.
• Water – Domestic hot water (DHW)
heating can account for more than 20
per cent of an average homeowner’s
total energy needs. Solar can supply 30
to 60 per cent of this energy demand.
• Air Heating – Solar air systems
are practical and affordable in many
applications. As buildings become
more efficient and airtight, the need
for outside or make up air increases,
so that air and contaminants (moisture,
dust, combustion and cooking odours)
can be exhausted. Large energyefficient buildings can also benefit from
this technology by preheating outside
air before it is brought in the building.
Solar air systems can even recover
heat that is lost through building walls.

• C
 ombi-Systems – Combi-systems
use solar for both heating of water plus
the space heating needs of the building
(usually with radiant floor heating).
These types of systems maximize the
benefits of solar year-round.
• Air Cooling – A common solar aircooling method is to use solar energy
to vapourize a refrigerant in a cooling
system. Solar cooling, as distinct from
solar heating, has absolutely no storage
needs. As the need for air conditioning
increases in the summer, the demand
for solar in this market is expected
to increase. These systems can often
be combined with combi-systems –
providing heat in the winter and air
conditioning in the summer.
• Crop Drying – Solar air heating
systems can also be used in such
applications as crop, manure and
textile drying, in which outdoor air
is heated in order to pick up more
moisture.
There are many different types of solar
thermal collectors, including unglazed
liquid for pools, glazed liquid, evacuated
tube, unglazed air and glazed air collectors.

03/08/12 6:16 PM

Passive Solar
Passive solar is based on the intelligent
design of buildings and takes into
consideration the location of the sun to
the south in relation to the placement
of windows, insulation, trees and shade.
A building can be more than a simple
container to hold people and items.
If properly designed, it can also be an
engine driven by the sun that eliminates
much of the external energy needs.
There are three main types of passive
solar applications.
• Space Heating – Passive solar
design of a building allows the natural
capture of the sun’s rays by south
facing windows during the winter,
window shading during the summer
and thermal mass (such as concrete
and brick) to hold the heat and
moderate the building’s temperature.
The average home in Canada already
receives an estimated 8 per cent of
its space heating from passive solar
– with proper design new homes
can increase this to more than 25
per cent, reducing energy costs
significantly.

Yearly PV potential map for latitude tilt and the 13 “PV hotspots” in each province and
territory in Canada. Courtesy of CANMET Energy Technology Centre-Varennes, Natural
Resources Canada.

Celestica Solar Lab Services
Accelerating your success

Material Evaluation | Qualification & Safety Certification | Performance & Endurance Programs | Failure Analysis

We Build It. We Test It. We Get It.

Learn how we
can accelerate
your success.
www.celestica.com
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 pace Cooling – Passive solar designs
can also include natural ventilation for
cooling.
• Daylighting – Buildings can reduce
their energy loads substantially by
using natural daylighting. Innovative
designs out of Europe and Japan show
how even the largest buildings can
introduce daylight into the deepest
recesses.
There are currently two important
divisions of solar energy technology
within the Canadian solar market: solar
photovoltaics and solar thermal. The
following sections provide an overview of
the development of the Canadian market
for these technologies and a forecast of
what can be expected as they become
mainstream to 2025.

Canadian Solar
Photovoltaic Market
The Canadian market for solar
photovoltaics (PV) has developed steadily
over the past decades and swiftly over the
past years.

1995 to 2005: From Kilowatts to
Megawatts
During the period 1995 to 2005, the
Canadian market for solar PV grew at an
average annual rate of 28 per cent with
cumulative installed capacity of solar PV
in Canada increasing eleven-fold (from 1.5
MW at the beginning of 1995 to 16.5 MW
at the end of 2005).

Market milestones achieved during this
period included annual installed capacity
surpassing 1 MW in 1998 for the first time
and 2 MW in 2004.
The market was dominated by remote
and off-grid applications while demand for
grid-tied applications fluctuated greatly
year-to-year. Off-grid market was on
average 100 times larger between 1995 and
2000 and 50 times larger between 2000 and
2005 than grid-tied and annual growth in
the grid-tied market was not experienced
three years consecutively until 2005.

2006 to 2011: Canadian Grid-Tied
Market is Born
During the period 2006 to 2011,
evolving energy priorities, growing
consumer awareness and rapidly
decreasing costs triggered major market
growth of an average of 2.8 times per year
(grid-tied by 5.75 and off-grid by 1.33).
2009 was an important year for the
Canadian solar industry with many market
milestones being achieved. It was the first
year that annual market size reached tens
of MWs, that the grid-tied market was
larger than the off-grid and that Canada’s
first solar park in was completed.
In 2009, the province of Ontario also
leapt onto the solar world stage from
obscurity as the third largest market in
North America, elevated to second in 2010.
A major driver for market growth for
solar PV has been, and will continue to be,

rapid cost reductions for this technology.
The cost of solar PV modules in Canada
decreased at an average annual decline of
14 per cent between 2000 and 2005 and
continued supply chain development in
Canada and abroad is expected to have
reduced costs by a further 2.5 times by 2012
(average annual reduction >10 per cent).

2012 to 2025: Established to
Mainstream
During the period 2012 to 2025,
CanSIA forecasts that the Canadian solar
PV market will continue to experience
steady growth increasing from less than
500 MW per year between 2012 and 2015
to up to 1,000 MW per year 2016 to 2020
and 1,500 MW per year 2021 to 2025.
Contracts awarded up to 2012 by
the province of Ontario’s now retired
Renewable Energy Standard Offer Program
and current Feed-In Tariff program are
expected to drive the Canadian market for
solar photovoltaics until 2015.
Financial and non-financial incentive
policy instruments under consideration
and development in a number of other
Canadian municipalities, provinces and
territories and at the federal government
level are expected to gradually shift the
focus from the Ontario solar PV market
until solar PV becomes a mainstream
technology across Canada.
Ontario is expected to remain a globally
and nationally significant market for solar
PV deployment and manufacturing with
more than 30 solar module and inverter
manufacturers present in the province as
of 2012.

Canadian Solar
Thermal Market
The Canadian market for solar thermal
has developed steadily since 2000.
Heightened public awareness, tightening
building energy performance standards
and the maturation of new technological
applications will secure solar thermal
technology’s role in our future supply-mix.

2000 to 2007: Established
Applications Create Foothold

Source: CanSIA 2012
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During the period 2000 to 2007 the
Canadian market for solar thermal grew at
an average annual rate of 16 per cent with
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Sapa technology brings the unmatched advantages of extruded aluminum to solar power, wind generation
and all forms of renewable energy. For structural components, mounting systems, frames and thermal management,
we provide engineering and design assistance to reduce weight, lower your costs and facilitate product assembly.
Our nationwide network of 16 North American locations offers innovative alloy solutions, extrusion widths up to 23˝,
full fabrication capabilities and economical logistics.
Aluminology makes it possible. Sapa makes it easy. Supported by our North American Technical Center
and backed by years of successful installations around the world, we are the unique resource to improve
product performance and your company’s success. Talk to our application specialists and find
out how Sapa Aluminology is finding answers to today’s toughest design challenges.

One Company, One Call, Unlimited Solutions
877-710-Sapa | www.sapagroup.com/NA
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each year displaying growth consecutively.
The total cumulative installed capacity of
operating solar thermal systems increased
two-fold from 247 MW at the beginning
of 2000 to 513 MW at the end of 2007
(228,000 to 544,000 m2).
During this period, the market was
continuously dominated by liquid solar
collectors. Solar thermal liquid collectors
were almost a constant 70 per cent of
total annual market activity by collector
area with solar thermal air collectors
representing 30 per cent. Within the liquid
collector category, unglazed collectors
annually represented an average of 96 per
cent between 2000 and 2004 and 13 per
cent between 2005 and 2007 (by MW)
with glazed collectors comprising the
remainder.
Market milestones achieved during this
period included Canada’s first community
heated by solar thermal energy begun
operation in Okotoks, Alberta in 2007.
Drake Landing Solar Community consists
of 52 homes heated by 800 liquid solar
collectors with borehole thermal storage
to conserve solar energy for use in Winter.

Source: CanSIA 2012

2008 to 2011: Rapid Industry
Capacity Building
During the period 2008 to 2011, the
introduction of the Government of Canada
ecoENERGY for renewable heat programs
and a number of complimentary programs
at the provincial level, kick-started Canada’s
solar thermal industry. Average market
activity grew annually by an estimated 40 to
50 per cent by collector area.
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Market activity for solar thermal air
surged from an average of over 30 MW
per year between 2000 to 2007 to an
estimated 120 MW per year between
2008 to 2011 comprising almost 50 per
cent of the market in 2010.
Market milestones achieved during
this period included Canada surpassing
1,000,000 m2 of cumulative solar thermal
systems in operation in 2010 and by the
end of 2012, Canada will have surpassed 1
GW (1,000 MW) in operation.

2011 to 2025: Established to
Mainstream
During the period 2011 to 2025,
CanSIA forecasts that the Canadian
solar thermal market will experience
growth reaching 400,000 m2 in 2015, up
to 500,000 m2 per year up to 2020 and
700,000 m2 per year up to 2025.
The solar thermal market’s transition
from incentive programs that concluded
in 2012 to new policy mechanisms under
consideration and development will
largely define the period to 2015.
As industry momentum is re-focused
toward this period and as technological
advancements and new applications
for solar thermal technology reach
maturation (including space heating and
cooling and industrial processes), it is
expected that solar thermal technology
will continue to attain a growing
share of Canada’s heating and cooling
technology market until the point that
it is a mainstream choice for residential,
commercial and industrial consumers
across Canada and the world. ●

Gain Direct Access to
the Leaders in Canada’s
Solar Industry —
In Print and Online
Building strong business relationships means maintaining a presence in front
of your customers all year long. Now more than ever, CanSIA members are
interested in learning about emerging technologies, new product and service
providers and innovative solutions for their companies’ evolving needs. Our full
communications program allows you to seamlessly integrate your marketing
message in print and online.

Now readers have more
access to your message
than ever before.
Increase your visibility

Canadian Solar Industry Directory
annual directory
CanSIA members use the annual directory throughout the
year as a trusted networking tool and comprehensive
purchasing guide.

SOLutions print magazine
Published twice a year, SOLutions features coverage of the
latest topics, trends and regulatory updates. Canada’s solar
energy leaders rely on SOLutions to stay current on the latest
products and services to hit the market. Reach the key players
who make the day-to-day purchasing decisions.

SOLutions digital magazine
In addition to print, SOLutions is also emailed to members
as a fully interactive digital version. Viewers can virtually flip
through the pages, forward articles of interest to colleagues
and click on ads to be redirected to the company’s website.
Animation and video capabilities bring your message to life.

Solar Beat eNewsletter
Distributed bimonthly to members, Solar Beat covers the
most up-to-date topics, news highlights and issues affecting
the industry. A limited number of advertisers in each issue
ensures maximum exposure to CanSIA members. Your ad can
be linked directly to your company’s website, online product
information or any other landing page of your choice.

CanSIA.ca website
With thousands of visitors each month, the CanSIA
website is a targeted high-traffic online resource for you to
promote your brand. By participating as an advertiser on
www.cansia.ca, you are positioning your company as a leader
in front of member and non-member visitors.

and extend your
advertising investment
with the unique
benefits of CanSIA’s
official publications.
For more information
on customizing your
advertising program with
CanSIA, contact:

Lana Taylor
Project Leader
Naylor (Canada), Inc.
Toll-free: (800) 665-2456,
ext. 603
Email: ltaylor@naylor.com
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Too Restrictive?
Ontario’s Land Use Working Group
seeks consensus on siting rules

By Nick Gustav

There certainly is a
lot to like about Ontario’s Feed-In-Tariff
program, launched in 2009 to boost the
clean energy industry, create jobs and help
protect the environment.
In 2011, the province released its review
of the program’s first two years, and the
results were worth bragging about. More
than 2,500 small and large FIT projects had
been approved and would produce enough
electricity to power 1.2 million homes.
FIT attracted more than $27 billion in
private-sector investment in Ontario, drew
more than 30 clean-energy companies to
the province and created more than 20,000
jobs. In addition, the provincial government
said FIT would create another 30,000
clean-energy jobs in future years.
But for all the good things about
FIT 1.0, in the view of some rural
stakeholders, something important was
missing: there was no mechanism for
municipal governments to control the
siting of ground-mounted solar projects in
residential areas.
In addressing that problem, FIT 2.0
threatened to go too far, so CanSIA has
led the charge against new rules that could
heavily restrict the industry.
According to the original draft rules
and contracts for FIT 2.0, ground-mounted
solar installations of any size were to be
prohibited in residential areas and lands
bordering those areas. In commercial
or industrial areas, ground-mounted
solar projects would only be permitted
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when producing renewable energy as a
secondary use.
When the proposed restrictions were
posted in April by the Ontario Power
Authority, it was flooded with feedback
from industry stakeholders, and the OPA
quickly realized that the land-use rules
needed a second look. The OPA received
more than 1,000 comments on the draft
rules and contracts for FIT 2.0, suggesting
that there may be opportunities to protect
local land-use priorities while still allowing
ground-mounted solar projects with
certain restrictions.
The Ministry of Energy thoroughly
reviewed the comments and formed
the Land Use Working Group, a broad
coalition of stakeholders charged with
reaching a compromise over siting rules for
solar installations.
The group was tasked to come up
with a set of regulations by the end of
September that would be considered
by Minister of Energy Chris
Bentley. As of press time, the Land
Use Working Group hadn’t finalized its
recommendations, but CanSIA was well
represented on the panel and made sure

the voices of industry stakeholders
were heard.
The group also included officials
from the Association of Municipalities
of Ontario, the Ontario Federation of
Agriculture and other relevant government
agencies as well as farmers and realestate developers. It was chaired by
Mirrun Zaveri, Deputy Director of
the Renewable Energy Facilitation
Office. Meetings were held at least twice
monthly at the Ministry of Energy, and
CanSIA stated its case with a 30-page
report detailing its concerns.
“The intent of the Land Use Working
Group was to get everyone in the same
room, address everyone’s concerns and
come forward with a plan that makes
sense for the province,” said Gregory
Scallen, a CanSIA Board member
and Treasurer and Assistant General
Counsel for SunEdison Canada. “I
think it was a good process.”
“CanSIA did quite bit of research into
what other jurisdictions have done to deal
with the development of green power,
especially in rural areas. As the voice of the
industry, CanSIA provided research data

❝CanSIA will remain in active dialogue with

the Ministry and other stakeholders to ensure
that the amendments to the FIT program are not
overly restrictive for our members.❞
– Patrick Bateman, Policy and Research Analyst for CanSIA

Three-off grid solar systems at the Renewable Energy Technology Center in Windsor. Photo courtesy of Green Sun Rising.
and tried to ensure that everybody had
good information in looking at the issue
and how to approach it. I think that’s a
positive role that CanSIA played in this.”
In establishing the Land Use
Working Group, the Ministry of Energy
acknowledged that there was a big
problem with the proposed rules. Fifteen
eastern Ontario municipalities and various
stakeholders had indicated that under FIT
2.0 rules, ground-mounted solar systems
would essentially be banned from
rural zones.
That’s because those rural zones have
multiple primary uses, including residential
and agricultural. Since these zones would
be considered residential, ground-mounted
solar installations would be prohibited
from the rural areas as a whole, as well as
the adjoining areas.
“If the government had not brought
this group together, and if we weren’t such
an active stakeholder, we could see very,
very restrictive guidelines put in place

that would make it very difficult to build a
ground-mount solar facility anywhere in
the province,” said Patrick Bateman,
Policy and Research Analyst for
CanSIA.
“We could potentially see very punitive
requirements introduced that don’t
reflect international experience and aren’t
consistent with the realities of project
development. CanSIA will remain in active
dialogue with the Ministry and other
stakeholders to ensure that the land use
requirements to the FIT program are not
overly restrictive for our members.”
CanSIA worked with Bousfields Inc., a
Toronto-based planning and urban-design
firm, to prepare a 30-page report detailing
the solar industry’s position on the
proposed land-use rules.
Some members of the Land Use
Working Group proposed a requirement
that any solar installation be set back
at least 100 metres from a residential
structure on an adjoining property. But

CanSIA felt that rule was far too restrictive
and would drastically limit the adoption of
solar technology in the province.
CanSIA instead pushed for a 30-metre
setback for installations between 501
kilowatts and 10,000 kilowatts and a
15-metre setback for systems between 10
kilowatts and 500 kilowatts. If a vegetative
buffer such as a line of trees could be
planted to keep the solar installation out of
a neighbour’s view, then only a 7.5-metre
setback would be required, according
to CanSIA’s recommendations. Those
vegetative buffers should be required for all
systems adjacent to residential properties,
CanSIA said in its report.
The report by CanSIA also argued that
a larger setback distance would provide
no real benefit to property owners: “In
terms of visual (aesthetic) impact, which is
acknowledged to be a somewhat subjective
impact, an increased setback would have
minimal impact in terms of ameliorating
any such impact (i.e. the modules would
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Pond mill aerator, 2000. Photo courtesy of Carmanah Technologies Corp.
continue to be visible, regardless of any
reasonable distance setback). A more
effective way to address visual impact is
through buffering.
“We have allowed for a slightly greater
front setback requirement of 10 metres
from roads in order to accommodate
access driveways, parking areas, gates,
maneuvering areas, as well as the potential
for additional landscape planting.”
CanSIA also argued that a general
minimum setback requirement of 7.5
metres for solar equipment was in keeping
with setback standards included in the city
of Sarnia’s zoning bylaws and in a number of
U.S. ordinances.

“A general minimum-setback
requirement of 7.5 metres appears to
be workable in terms of site layout,”
CanSIA said in its report. “It would
allow for a perimeter access road
approximately six metres in width, plus a
1.5-metre-wide landscaping strip, where
required to accommodate a vegetative
visual buffer.”
Scallen said the Land Use Working
Group was a worthwhile endeavour
because it gave a wide spectrum of
stakeholders a chance to air their
concerns.
“There were a lot of ideas thrown
around and concepts considered,” he said.

“Having face-to-face discussions was very
beneficial in this particular context because
it was much better to learn the various
views of the other stakeholders and try to
come to common ground.”
Though it wasn’t clear as of press time
how the FIT 2.0 land use requirements
would be implemented, Bateman said
CanSIA would continue to advocate for
land-use rules that don’t constrain
the industry.
“Unlike other land uses, solar is very
benign,” he said. “There are no emissions,
there’s very little noise, and when projects
are developed responsibly, there’s very
little visual impact.” ●
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Proof
Positive

CanSIA looks to enhance
the industry’s credibility
through certification

By Nick Gustav

Justin Ferrabee is
looking at one heck of a
phone bill.
Over the past few months, Ferrabee
has interviewed approximately 30 solar
industry stakeholders in an effort to learn
everything he can about the industry’s past
and present in Canada. Now, CanSIA is
hoping that work helps the industry further
solidify its future.
Ferrabee is the Managing Partner
of the Ottawa-based consultancy Totem
Hill, which helps businesses develop and
implement large-scale change initiatives.
CanSIA has hired the firm to evaluate
the need for some form of solar-industry
training and certification program that
would give the industry even greater
credibility among consumers and
government officials.
After all, when you walk into your
doctor’s office or car-repair shop, it’s
nice to see some diplomas or certificates
hanging on the walls. The same is true
for consumers who make significant
investments in solar systems and want to
be assured that the people working on
their rooftops know what they’re doing.
“CanSIA is looking at the role of
training and certification in raising the
standards and skill level within the
industry,” Ferrabee said. “Having a robust,
well-established, credible system for
training and certification is one of the
aspects of a healthy industry.
“If customers can have confidence that
when they purchase a product, it’s going
to be installed properly and is going to last,
then they will have more confidence in

their purchasing
decision and will likely
support the industry longer term.”
Ferrabee said in September that Totem
Hill had almost completed its interviews
with stakeholders from all facets of the
industry, including manufacturers, installers
and distributors of solar equipment; sales
professions; industry consultants; officials
in the Ministry of Labour and governmentfunding agencies; and the directors of
renewable-energy programs at public and
private colleges.
Those interviews, combined with
extensive research, will allow Ferrabee to
present a set of recommendations for a
certification program to CanSIA’s board
within months, he said. In late September,
he said it was too soon to elaborate on
what those recommendations might
include, but he would be presenting
CanSIA with several options, each
supported by a viable funding mechanism.
The research included a look at
certification programs in the solar industry
and other industries, such as geothermal
energy, across various regions, an effort to
cast a wide net and come up with as many
ideas as possible.

“In the early stages, when you’re doing
the research, you want to keep as open
a mind as possible,” Ferrabee said. “The
first thing we do is take inventory. What
are the standards of training in Canada,
North America and across Europe? How
are other industries doing things? Then
we talk to industry representatives about
their experiences, what they believe is the
best way to do things. Then we take that
information and develop a range of options.”
Some interviews were done in person,
but the majority involved telephone
conversations lasting anywhere from 30
to 90 minutes. Ferrabee peppered his
interview subjects with questions and
said he was impressed with the level of
expertise and passion for the industry
displayed by solar professionals.
Ferrabee said he starts by asking
how and why an interviewee got into the
business. When interviewing an executive
from a solar-equipment installation
company, he asks how many installers it
employs now and how many it expects to
have in the next three to five years.
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Renewable energy training online!
Lakeland College’s Renewable Energy and Conservation online
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using Lakeland’s energy cabin.
Start online classes this winter!
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Among the other questions to address:
How does the company recruit installers,
and how does it know those recruits have
the required skills? Is there an internal
training process? How does the company
ensure its installations are done properly?
Where is there a need for standardization
of technique and certification? What
about in the related areas of the pipe
and electrical trades? How should a
standardization and certification program
be designed and implemented, and what
role should CanSIA play? What role should
community colleges and other educational
institutions play? How does such a program
get funded?
“It’s fascinating to see how many
people have been involved in this industry,
often for as long as 15 or 20 years, and
are passionate about the industry,”
he said. “I’ve been surprised by their
depth and experience in the industry, at
their willingness to cooperate, at their
commitment to seeing a solution come
through, and that they have a great deal
of openness and an understanding of the
challenges of putting something like this
together across the country.
“I’ve been impressed with their desire
5:34 PM to move quickly to get this in place, and
their interest in thinking internationally.
The people I’m speaking with are well
aware that it’s time for this to happen.”
Wesley Johnston, CanSIA’s
Director of Policy and Research, said
a certification program also is important
in ensuring worker safety. Installing solar
panels might not be the most dangerous
job, but workers do need to take
precautions when dealing with electrical
systems and working at heights, and proper
training is essential.
Currently, CanSIA has in place a
training and certification program for
installing solar hot-water systems that
was developed with funding support from
Natural Resources Canada. In many cases,
this certification is required for access to
federal, provincial and municipal market
incentives.
Those with experience installing for
such systems, or those who are accredited
plumbers, pipe fitters or HVAC technicians
with experience, can qualify as experienced
applicants. They then must complete a
roof/fall-safety workshop, an installation
workshop and pass a written exam. But
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a new, updated certification program
would go far beyond just solar hot-water
installation and encompass the industry
at large.
“A certification program offers a level
of reassurance, not only for customers
but also for government agencies that are
implementing extensive solar programs,”
Johnston said. “It allows them to know
that the people who are installing these
systems have gone through training and are
certified as a result of that training.
“We see that as being important
for the maturity of the industry and to
illustrate that the industry is taking on
that responsibility. We feel that if we have
this in place, it will open up new markets
throughout Canada for more solar energy.”
Though any certification program would
focus on equipment installation, there
also are what Ferrabee calls “secondary
markets” for training, and Totem Hill is
working to identify the best way to reach
these sections of the general public.
For example, architects who are given
information about solar systems likely
would be better able to incorporate them

into their designs. Property appraisers
would be better able to assess the value of
homes if they know about solar systems,
and building inspectors would be better
able to evaluate homes.
One option is to offer informational
sessions and continuing education
credits to these professionals, and part
of Ferrabee’s job is to evaluate what role
CanSIA should play in a secondary training
program, along with how it would be
designed and funded.
“There’s always the question of who
should be doing that kind of training, so
that’s what we’re investigating,” Ferrabee
said. “We’re looking at what’s the best
model for doing that? Who should be
doing it? When should it be rolled out?
How should it be synchronized with
North America, or should it not be? What
are the best options for CanSIA and the
industry?”
Johnston said another potential benefit
of certification is the opportunity to lower
installation costs, which would help solar
energy reach grid parity with conventional
energy sources more quickly.

O N TA R I O

PIPE

“We see a certification program as a
key to ensuring worker safety and hopefully
improving the techniques for installation as
well, and that would allow installation costs,
and therefore the cost of projects, to go
down over time,” Johnston said. “The more
people learn the fundamentals, the more
we feel that improvements can be made.”
Another benefit would be to provide
a clear career path for people looking to
enter the industry. Community colleges
and other institutions that would like to
implement solar training programs would
have a clear idea of what standards need
to be met and what their curricula should
include, Johnston said.
Johnston said CanSIA’s solid reputation
and strong member support make it
ideally suited to lead certification efforts,
whatever form they may take.
“We have a nationally recognized
brand,” he said. “We’re known from coastto-coast as the voice of the solar industry,
and we have a great network of members
and stakeholders across Canada, so we feel
that we’re in a good position to deliver a
national certification program.” ●
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Feature

Twenty Years
Representing all Canadians
by working toward
responsible energy policy

By Lyle Fitzsimmons

For one person it started
with talk of global warming.
Though some hear of the science involved
in predicting the Earth’s perils in future
generations and instantly cringe – for Bob
Swartman, it drove him to action.
Swartman is the outspoken President of
Solcan, a London, Ontario-based manufacturer
of solar collectors and heat exchangers that has
supplied solar hot water systems for installation
both across the country and overseas since its
inception in 1975, making it one of the country’s
older solar companies. He’s also a long-time
member of the Canadian Solar Industries
Association – which represents more than 650
solar energy companies.
Since 1992, the organization has worked
to develop a strong, efficient, ethical and
professional Canadian solar energy industry
with capacity to provide innovative solar energy
solutions and play a major role in the global
transition to a sustainable, clean-energy future.
“What will we be using for energy 100 years
from now?” asks Swartman.
While in Canada the term “energy
independence” isn’t the persistent buzzword it
is in the run-up to the presidential election in
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of CanSIA
As CanSIA celebrates
20 years, the
momentum begun by
Ontario is swinging
across the country
with programs in
Quebec, Nova Scotia
and Alberta.

Photos from CanSIA precursor organization
pamphlets courtesy of Viessmann Manufacturing
Company Inc.
Program from CanSIA’s Solar Conference 2006.
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the United States, it is only, says Swartman,
because Canada’s bounty of domestic oil
supply has leaders going blind to the longrange climatic concerns he champions.
“The term is more common in the US
and refers to slowing down dependence
on offshore oil,” he said. “The Canadian
government is gung-ho for oil from Alberta
and is not interested in national energy
conservation, renewable energy or even
global warming.”
A quote that is evidence of one of the
very reasons for CanSIA’s existence: The
need for a voice for solar in Canada.
Solar energy can meet three distinct
applications: heating water, heating air
and the generation of electricity in any
residential or commercial setting. In most
cases, solar energy provides the lowest
lifecycle cost and the lowest environmental
impact from the release of greenhouse
gases.
The original Canadian Solar Industry
(note the singular) Association actually
started in 1978. The formation of CSIA was
already under way when the government
announced a support program – Program
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of Assistance for Solar Equipment
Manufacturers, funded by up to $400
million – on July 4, 1978.
Eventually, 10 companies each received
about $400,000 apiece, followed by several
projects under PUSH – the Purchase and
Use of Solar Energy – administered by the
then Public Works Canada (PWC) and
designed mostly by consultants who had
no experience with solar thermal. The
projects and the program were designed
for solar thermal alone.
Sensing a need to have their voices
heard, several photovoltaic pioneers
formed the CPVIA (Canadian Photovoltaic
Industry Association) a few years later.
They participated in the annual meeting
and trade show of the Solar Energy Society
of Canada Inc. (SESCI) from 1975 through
the early ’90s.
It was at the SESCI meeting that solar
thermal and photovoltaic practitioners
would get together, and where academics
presented research papers.
By the mid ’80s, Energy Mines
& Resources (EMR) had taken over
responsibility for solar energy from PWC

and the National Research Council was
supporting research in solar thermal
energy.
The constant changes ultimately left a
vacuum of support, and in effect created a
need to combine common voices.
“The PCs gained power in Ottawa
and were not supportive of solar thermal
energy, so the Federal Government left
the incentives field,” Swartman said. “Their
announced reason: the price of oil had
gone down. A new lab was built by EMR at
Varennes, Que., with no mission. After a
lengthy search, Varennes was designated
the Energy Diversification Research Lab
(EDRL) specializing in PV, so PV finally had
a champion.”
The EDRL facility became today’s
CanmetENERGY, which leads programs
in buildings and communities, renewables,
industrial processes and manages the
world-leading RETScreen International
Clean Energy Decision Support Centre.
They design and implement clean energy
solutions, and build on knowledge that
helps produce and use energy in ways that
are more efficient and sustainable.

23/08/12 7:19 PM

“CanSIA continues to be
constructive, collaborative
and factual in its approach
while remaining firm with
government decision makers
regarding the essential
future of the solar energy
sector.”
– CanSIA Board Chair Michelle Chislett

It was Energy Mines & Resources
that acted as matchmaker in bringing the
associations together.
“With urging from a few bureaucrats in
EMR, the CSIA and CPVIA amalgamated in
1992 to form CanSIA,” explains Swartman.
The effect was the birth of today’s
Canadian Solar Industries (note the plural)
Association.
Its role was to act as a voice for the
entire solar industry.

And so it did, championing the highly
successful ecoENERGY Retrofit – Homes
program which operated from April 2007
to March 2012, enabling homeowners
across Canada to save an average of 20 per
cent on home energy use. With grants of
up to $5,000, homeowners were able to
make their homes more energy efficient
and reduce high energy costs. Since 2007,
more than 640,000 homeowners have
received an average grant of about $1,400

– the equivalent of one in 20 households
across Canada. The federal government
estimates that is a savings of more than
$400 million on annual energy bills.
By the end of 2012, the now cancelled
ecoENERGY Retrofit program will have
spent a total program of $934 million.
This national program was met with
provincial opportunities and the solar
industry began to grow from small
operations to big business.
In Ontario it started in 2006 with
the Renewable Energy Standard Offer
Program (RESOP), which for the first time,
instead of differentiating prices, offered a
base price for electricity from renewables
regardless of the technology used.
Solar seized the opportunity which
lasted until 2008 when the program was
put on hold.
Then in 2009 Ontario’s Feed-InTariff (FIT) program for renewable
energy generation was announced as
the cornerstone of the province’s Green
Energy Act, becoming North America’s
first comprehensive FIT program for
renewable energy.

Unparalleled in the Solar Energy Industry!
Eos-Array: The innovative and expandable solution
for turning an underachieving combiner box into an
overachieving PV management and control solution
Web based monitoring assures diagnostic
data 24/7 regardless of your location
An economical and
compact solution
to install in your
combiner box
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CanSIA’s
role [is] to
act as a
voice for
the entire
solar
industry.
The program – which continues
today after a review – includes a stream
called microFIT designed to encourage
homeowners, businesses and others to
generate renewable energy with projects
of 10 kWs or less. FIT program rules
cover larger projects greater than
10 kWs.
In both cases under the program,
participants are paid a fixed price for the
electricity they generate for a contract
period of 20 years. Domestic content
requirements for both FIT and microFIT
projects saw Ontario welcoming
manufacturers and seeing the creation of
new green jobs for the province.

For the industry it marked a maturation
that had taken it from operations being run
out of garages to businesses taking over the
premises of failed auto parts manufacturers.
As CanSIA celebrates 20 years, the
momentum begun by Ontario is swinging
across the country with programs in
Quebec, Nova Scotia, Alberta (see CanSIA
Focuses on New Markets beginning on
page 12.)
Among the anniversary-year priorities
set out by 2012 CanSIA Board Chair
Michelle Chislett are the continued
advocacy for the aforementioned FIT and
microFIT program, committing resources
to developing new markets across Canada
and continuing to advocate for and commit
resources to solar thermal.
“We have hundreds of members
involved in 18 working groups and four
caucuses, each led by a volunteer member
chair,” she said. “CanSIA is fortunate to
have a deeply engaged and committed
membership. This truly is the best way for
CanSIA to provide advocacy guidance to
governments who develop and implement
solar programs.”

“Renewable energy, and solar in
particular, has achieved significant political
support and is gaining public recognition for
its value. We have protected and improved
the FIT program through recent Ontario
elections, a downturn in the economy and
the accompanying lessening of demand for
electricity of all types.”
“CanSIA continues to be constructive,
collaborative and factual in its approach
while remaining firm with government
decision makers regarding the essential
future of the solar energy sector.”
In effect it has done what it set out
to do – become the sounding board for
governments.
Swartman brought his passion to solar
and an industry took root and bloomed into
a business that governments seek to harvest
and bring home to their constituents. In
his action, and those of so many others,
a science has been harnessed that can
safeguard the environment for future
generations.
Truly a reason to celebrate – 20 years of
accomplishment and pride in the foundation
laid for a clean energy industry. ●

TURNKEY FABRICATORS

SOLAR FRAMING AND MOUNTING SYSTEMS

Turnkey solutions for large-scale
solar projects.
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Gemco Solar Inc.
6611 Edwards Blvd
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PR-One

Ballasted Rooftop Mounting System

Integrated Grounding

PR-Rail

Flush Mount Racking System

SUPPORTING SOLAR ON THE ROOF AND GROUND

PR-Mount

Top of Pole Racking Guide
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Kipp & Zonen radiation sensors

Data acquisition systems

How much sunlight is hitting your solar farm? Our wide range of sensors and
dataloggers can give you the answers you need. Campbell Scientific dataloggers
can interface to an existing SCADA system using OPC, MODBUS or DNP3
protocols or data collection can be done using Campbellsci’s LoggerNet.
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Engineering Our Sustainable Future
425 Adelaide St. West, Suite 403A, Toronto, Ontario M5V 3C1 internatenergy.com
T: 416-628-4658
F: 1-888-868-0960
E: info@internatenergy.com
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North America’s Largest
Solar Energy Services Provider
www.SunEdison.ca
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anadian Solar Institute
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416-521-9111

solar
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We support
initiatives in the City of Toronto.

Better Training, Brighter Future

1-866-804-4625

www.solarinstitute.ca
The star design is a trade-mark of Toronto Hydro Corporation used under licence.
‘Toronto Hydro’ means Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited.
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CanSIA Membership

What CanSIA Does
For Your Organization
The Canadian Solar Industries Association
(CanSIA) is a national trade association that
represents more than 650 solar energy
companies throughout Canada. Since 1992,
CanSIA has worked to develop a strong,
efficient, ethical and professional Canadian
solar energy industry with capacity to provide
innovative solar energy solutions and to
play a major role in the global transition to a
sustainable, clean-energy future. The services
that CanSIA provides to the Canadian solar
industry include:

Government Relations
and Lobbying
CanSIA engages its member-base,
government and industry stakeholders
collaboratively to develop and expand solar
markets and industry capacity. CanSIA
regularly represents the industry to the Federal
Government and its standing committees and
maintains close contact with all key bodies and
agencies. CanSIA is intimately involved in the
on-going development of Ontario’s Feed-In
Tariff program and with provincial governments
and municipalities across Canada. CanSIA
also works in a network with the Canadian
Hydropower, Wind Energy and Geothermal
trade associations to collaboratively pursue and
improve renewable energy policy in Canada.

Public Awareness, Advocacy and
Consumer Support
CanSIA’s publications, external
communications and advocacy campaigns educate
the public, press and politicians about the truths,
benefits and possibilities for solar energy.

Press and Media Relations
and Marketing
CanSIA is a valuable contact for the media.
CanSIA also assists members to release their
news items through its database of media
connections. Through CanSIA, each and every
member also has the means to communicate
directly to potential customers and other

stakeholders via the SOLutions magazine,
bi-monthly Solar Beat e-newsletter, annual
Canadian Solar Industry Directory, solar brochures
and fact sheets and CanSIA’s website.

Standards, Codes and Regulations
Development
CanSIA represents the industry for the
development of solar standards, codes and
regulations.

Education and Training
CanSIA has worked with the Association
of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC) to
develop solar college curriculums that are now
freely available to all community colleges across
Canada. CanSIA is currently analyzing and
exploring options with solar industry members,
various stakeholders to improve solar installer
certification programs in Canada.

Events
CanSIA’s events are highly popular and
successful in showcasing members and giving
exposure to the industry: Solar Canada:
The Annual Conference and Exposition,
Solar Ontario, the Summer Solstice industry
celebration and other networking events.

Additional Benefits to
CanSIA Members
• H
 undreds of public and industry inquiries
received each month are referred to the
member base.
• Business and employee benefit insurance
program options. TD Canada Trust
consumer financing.
• Discounts on merchandise and event
attendance.
For further information on CanSIA
membership and how to apply, visit
www.cansia.ca or contact Sharon Chester,
Member Services Administrator, at
613-736-9077 ext. 222 or
sharonchester@cansia.ca.
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SOLUTIONS IN SOLAR ENERGY

We put all our power in
RENEWABLE energies
Canadian society
200 employees

GENIVAR is a Canadian leader in

Development, construction and operation
of power generation sites

providing consulting services for the
energy sector. We have over 5,300
employees and over 90 ofﬁces.

4 energy types Wind | Hydroelectric | Thermal | Solar
30 sites Canada | USA | France
500 MW of installed capacity
More than 550 MW of power development
More than 30 years of experience

Services Offered:

One solar site of 5 MW in France

¼ Resource Assessment
¼ Detailed System
Modelling (PVSyst)
¼ Feasibility Studies
¼ Electrical Interconnection
Applications and Studies
¼ REA and Permitting Services
¼ Facility Engineering:
Geotechnical, Electrical,
Structural and Civil
¼ Construction Related
Services

www.boralex.com
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Canada’s Leading Developer of Solar Energy Projects
T: 416.979.4625

E: info@skypower.com

www.genivar.com | energy@genivar.com
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Powerful Innovations

POWER
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SAE Power is a world-class manufacturer of standard, modified standard and
complete custom switch mode Power Supplies, Magnetics and EMI/RFI Filters. We
offer complete turnkey design & manufacturing services to provide our customers with a high level of vertical integration to reduce their overall system cost and
improve their time to market!
Complete turnkey Electronic Manufacturing Services for major OEMs
• Servicing the Telecom, Computer, Industrial, Medical, Automotive and
Renewable Energy Markets
Design/manufacture of Hi-reliable;
• Switch Mode Power supplies
• Magnetics
• EMI/RFI Filters

1810 Birchmount Rd., Toronto, ON M1P 2H7
Tel: 416.298.0560 Fax: 416.298.0806

www.saepower.com
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Join CanSIA
and add your
voice for solar
in Canada

1 (866) 522-6742
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Atlas Supports Solar Energy

Support
Piers

(Quite Literally!)

We Provide Structural Support,
Framing, Conduit and Protective Fencing.
And, We Can Reduce Your Project Costs.
• Our round, square and rectangular steel tubing
is lighter than beams — saving you money on
shipping, handling and erection.
• In-house galvanizing lines
• Multiple production locations
• Broadest product lines in the industy
• Quick line changes lets us roll most products
every 2-4 weeks

Products
Made in
Canada

2-4 Week
Delivery

200 Clark Street, P.O. Box 970, Harrow, Ontario, N0R IG0 • Ph: 800.265.6912 • www.atlastube.com

Come visit us at the Cansia show booth #1300
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Clean Energy Solutions
For a Sustainable Future
Energy House is Western Canada’s premier institute
for training skilled clean energy technology workers.

Applied Certificate
in Clean Energy
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Solar Thermal
Installer

Solar Electric, Photovoltaic
System Installer
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manufacturer
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We’re ensuring that our renewable energy future starts now.
By investing in renewable energy today we’re contributing to a brighter tomorrow
for everyone. Our Sarnia Solar Project is one of the largest operating photovoltaic
facilities in the world, adding 80 megawatts of capacity to Ontario’s electricity
grid—enough to power about 12,800 homes. Investments like this are good for
business and help us achieve a neutral environmental footprint.
Enbridge delivers more than the energy you count on. We deliver on our promise
to help make communities better places to live. It’s part of the reason we were
named one of the Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in the World.
FIND OUT MORE
Enbridge.com/RenewableEnergy

Building a Better Photovoltaic Module.

Powerful. Efficient.
Made in Ontario.
That’s how Heliene
is building a better
photovoltaic module.
Find out more at www.heliene.ca
or call us at (705) 575-6556

Capable of generating a whopping 310 watts
of pure energy per panel, we manufacture high
efficiency 60 and 72 cell photovoltaic modules
in the 245Wp to 310Wp range, and provide
you with 15% Ontario Domestic Content
(13% for microFIT). Utilizing proven European
technology and proudly made in Ontario,
our modules can significantly decrease your
installation costs.
That’s how we’re building better photovoltaic
modules for your residential, commercial and
utility scale installations.

